MORSØ-F DeLuxe, foot-operated mitring machine
with safety guard, waste chute, sliding longitudinal
stop, coloured engraved measuring scale,
adjustable fence (45-90) on both sides of the
blades and adjustable rebate supports.
The twin-blade guillotine cuts double mitre at 45°
and single mitre up to 90°. Tenon, mortise joints
and a wide variety of angled cuts can also be
made.
The mitring machine leaves the cut surface of the
wood perfectly smooth and accurate, requiring no
further preparation before joining. The horizontal
movement of the knife block is stepwise
adjustable. The vertical movement of the knife
block is also adjustable. The sliding longitudinal
stop and the measuring scale ensure accurate
repeat work,

Finest special steel blades,
precision
ground,
and
hardened to 62-65 Rockwell.
Designed for a long life and
reduced chipping. No. 0301
are standard mitre blades.
No. 0500 are reversible
blades – for small mouldings

A special lever system ensures a very easy
operation of the machine. Twin return springs
automatically bring the blades back to starting
position.
Rear view of the guard

Precision engraved measuring scale
is now standard on the DeLuxe
mitring machines. The lines are
colour
coded
for
enhanced
discrimination and size setting.

Technical data for Morsø-F DeLuxe
Double Mitre
45
Single Mitre up to
90
Cutting width max.
100 mm (4”)
Cutting height max
145 mm (57”)
Square Cutting
65/65 mm (2 ½”)
DeLuxe measuring scale up to 1,500 mm (60”)
Net Weight
96 kilos (211 lbs)

ACCESSORIES:
Automatic, rebate support width
adjustment. The attachment
automatically resets the rebate
supports to the proper width of
the moulding after each cutting
cycle, this eliminating manual
repositioning. Ideal when a
larger quantity of frames will be
cut of the same moulding.

Distributor:

Front view of
the guard

The adjustable top safety guard
provides operator protection
from contact with the blades.
The guard must be adjusted
when
changing
moulding
profiles. This standard guard is
also available for all older
models not so equipped.

Quality, service, and experience
since 1911

Right to technical alterations without prior notice reserved.

